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ABSTRACT 

This work examines the effect that various dispersion relationships 

have on axial secondary color correction 1n a simple three element 

apochromat corrected for three wavelengths 1n the visible spectrum. 

Various apochromats are designed and analyzed on the CODE V computer 

program using the Indices obtained from the Neuman Ketteler dispersion 

equation. After altering the Indices 1n the design to those corres

ponding to the Buchdahl, Herzberger and Conrady dispersion equations 

and refocuslng, performance 1s compared with respect to first order 

properties, ray aberration curves and polychromatic MTF performance. 

A conclusion 1s drawn stating that knowledge of Index values need only 

be known out to the 4th or 5th decimal place and the employment of any 

of the standard dispersion equations will have no effect on perfor

mance because of spherochromatlsm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Natural glass has been used by man from the earliest times of 

which there is archaeological evidence. The earliest known glaze 
I 

dates back to 1200 BC while the usage of pure glass dates back to 7000 

BC, both of which were found in Egypt. 

The history of man-made glass supposedly dates back to the 

Phoenicians who accidently burned a mixture of sand and seaweed 

resulting in a transparent substance. In Rome, first century BC, 

glass blowing increased the use of glass for practical purposes but at 

the fall of the Roman Empire, glass manufactures dispersed to isolated 

sites. Some continued in Byzantium and the Middle East. 

The progress in techniques of glass manufacture and on the 

application of glass was rapid and ran parallel with many other areas 

of technology. Up until the 20th Century, most of these advances were 

made empirically. The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries marked the 

beginning of tne modern age in glass. Glass became a tool of science, 

making possible great discoveries. 

In 1666, Isaac Newton c-ul-minated many years of research on the 

nature of light by concluding that white light is composed of many 

different colors and can be broken down into its constituent colors by 

a glass prism. 
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Newton's article 1n Philosophical Transitions made clear that 

the refractive Index of a glass was a function of wavelength. This 

discovery Implied that various wavelengths would focus at different 

points along the optical axis when Imaged through a single lens with 

the shorter wavelengths focusing closer to the lens than the longer 

wavelengths. 

When Ernst Abbe was working at the Tena Factory of Carl Zeiss 

Company 1n Germany he discovered that color correction was a serious 

problem 1n the development of better and higher powered microscope 

objectives. He traced this problem to color fringes and soft edges 1n 

the details seen through the microscope. This phenomenon 1s known as 

secondary color. Although achromatic objectives were already being 

used at this time to bring the red and blue wavelengths to a common 

focus, the secondary color which 1s dictated by where the yellow 

wavelengths focus, remained a problem In the development of superior 

mlcroscrope objectives. Using his own optical theories, Abbe found 

that ordinary optical glasses could not be used to make microscope 

objectives which were free of this chromatic problem. With persistant 

effort he found that one material, crystalline calcium fluorlte, did 

have the requisite property to produce an Improved color corrected 

microscope objective when used In conjunction with other optical 
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glasses. The reason for this 1s as follows: First examine a monoplet 

consisting of a number of thin lenses 1n contact. The total power 1s 

then, 

4>t = = U N, - 1) (1.1) 

where 4^ = Power of Individual lens (1), 

= Index of refraction of lens (1), 

and AC^ = Difference 1n curvatures of lens (1). 

Now consider equation 1.1 for three wavelengths X-, X and X , the 
p ft y 

powers become 

*0 = I (N10 _1) AC1 

4>B - 4>a = X(N1B " N1(*) AC1 H-2) 

~ = ~ ^10^ AC^. 

Introducing the abbreviations 

t»1 = N10 - 1 PiT = N^r -

NTB - N1o N10 - N1a (1-3) 

We can rewrite equation 1.2 as 

4>0 = X4>10 (1 -4a) 

«t»0 - 4>a = X •lB^v1 C -4b) 

4»y - •B = X(4>10 (Pi/v,). (1.4c) 

The variable and P^ are known as the Abbe number and partial 

dispersion respectively. 
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For an achromatic doublet which 1s corrected for color at two 

wavelenths Xa and we drop one equation from equation 1.4 

yielding: 

4> = (1.4d) 

(«J>1/vi) + («J>a/v2) = 0 

and therefore 

4> = v $/(v - v ) (1.5a) 1 1 1 2  '  

<t> = - u <j>/(v - v ). (1.5b) 
2  2  1 2  

Equations 1.5 show that for an achromat, the power of the two 

lenses must have opposite signs. More practically, primary color 

correction may be achieved with one positive and one negative lens 

with the appropriate choice of glasses. 

In 1848 Lucas Chance found that nearly all glasses had one 

common feature; the partial dispersion, P, was nearly a linear 

function of the v value. That 1s 

P(\) = Ax(X)v + A2(\). (1.6) 

Given this observation, correction for a third color would only be 

possible 1f 
Ax(X) =0 For X = o, 0. 

e.c. a and 0 denote the wavelengths at which the achromat 1s corrected. 

This may be seen from equation 1.4c since 

4y- 4>0 = *B(P/v) (l-4c) 

= [AI(X)V+A2(X)]. (1.6a) 
v 
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Since 

•g/v = 4>g - 4>a (From Equation 1.4 b) (1.6b) 

then 

- •b = A2(X,[(,>B " •a1 + *B A1(X) (1-6c) 

and 4>y - 4>p = [A2(M(1 - •aMfl] + A1(X). 

From equation 1.4b 1 = 1 -(4>a/4>3) 

(1.6d) 

(1.6e) 

so 
<t>Y - $0 = A2(X) + Ax(\) = Ax(X) as v •»« (1.6f) 

*T v 

because v = NQ - 1 From equation 1.3. 

1f Na = N|j (achromat), then v = ®. 

therefore, <fry - 4>0 = A-j(X) for an achromat {1.4f) 

and 1f the lens 1s corrected for three colors \ , X and \a Y o p 

"y 
then * = 4>g and A^X) = 0 

For a system corrected for two wavelengths, a and B, Images 

of other wavelengths will alter slightly 1n size and position so that 

one would see color fringes around the Image. These fringes are known 

as the "secondary spectrum". 

By the end of the 1800's, Abbe Introduced fluorlte Into the 

chemical composition of ordinary glass and achieved what 1s called 

"apochromatlc correction", (correction for three wavelengths). 
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A most typical apochromatlc lens consists of three lenses, 

each of different material. The first lens usually consists of a low 

Index, low dispersion glass, while the middle lens (usually negative 

for a positive apochromat) 1s made of fluorlte type material. 

However, this order and combination 1s not mandatory to achieve 

apochromatlc effects. 

To examine the conditions for apochromatlsm, we reintroduce 

some of our previous equations. 

4> = X4>1 (power) (1.1) 

Z4>1B/v1 

4>B = X^1B^p1/vl) 

(primary color) (1.4b) 

(secondary color) (1.4c) 

For a three lens apochromat we have: 

4>T = +iB + *2B + ^30 

0 = 4>xb + 4>aB + 4>sB (primary color = 0) (1.7a) 

(1.7b) 

0 = <t>iB(Pl/Vl) + *2B(P2/V2) + *lB<P8/V3) 
(secondary color = 0) (1.7c) 

which represent three equations with three unknowns, 4> , • , 1 2 

4>#, once the three glass materials are known. 
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Thus the determlnent A of equations 1.7 may be obtained by 

Cramers Rule: 

A = 
V1 (1.8a) 

and the Individual powers can be found by 

*10- A 

«t> = A 
*0 A 

4> = T" 
>B A 

•i 1 

'1 

0 

0 

(1.8b) 

(1.8c) 

These are the mathematical conditions for first order 

apochromatlsm. Known are the total power of the apochromat 

the Abbe number v and partial dispersion P of the three constltuant 

lenses making up the triplet. 
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For the sake of minimizing other aberrations 1n the final 

design one would prefer to have 4> , <t> , and as small as 
12 9 

possible, and therefore make A as large as possible. The value of 

A 1s clearly determined only when the material for the three lenses 

are specified. As a rule of thumb, A 1s proportional to the area of 

the triangle, constructed when one connects with straight lines, the 

three chosen glasses on a P-v diagram found In any glass 

manufacturer's catalog. 

The glass selection 1n an apochromat design 1s of utmost 

Importance In that the final characteristics will greatly affect 

monochromatic aberrations and will utHmately determine the speed at 

which the lens will operate efficiently. Arbitrarily choosing three 

glasses will result 1n a mathematical solution for apochromatlsm using 

equation 1.8 but an examination of the powers of the Individual lenses 

should quickly Identify the underslrable solutions. Analyzing back 

focal length verses wavelength 1s another method of determining 

troublesome glass choices. Calculating the change In focal length 

over the wavelength range of Interest will reveal the optical path 

difference associated with the design. 

The effect of Index precision on apochromat designs 1s of 

particular Interest to the optical designer because of the tight 

tolerances normally associated with secondary color correction. The 

question to be addressed 1n this work deals with the effect of the 

various dispersion relationships on axial secondary color correction 

1n apochromats corrected for three wavelengths In the visible spectrum. 
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To approach this question we must first determine what Index precision 

1s needed to specify the chromatic properties of the lens to within 

certain tolerances. To Investigate this, It becomes necessary to 

confine our analysis to a particular type of lens and to fix Its 

properties 1n order to control and limit the extent of Its Independent 

parameters. Only by doing this will we be able to arrive at a general 

conclusion pertaining to this thesis. 

Lenses examined 1n this paper will be typical three element 

apochromats corrected for three wavelengths (0.4358 ym, 0.5461 ym, 

and 0.6576 ym) In the visible spectrum using the glasses available 

1n the Schott catalog. Only small air spaces will be allowed between 

the elements to maintain the general properties of a first order 

apochromat design. All surfaces will be spherical and the lens will 

be designed for a focal length of 100 mm at the reference wavelength 

with a total field of 0.5° and all analysis will occur on axis after 

refocuslng. Each lens will be designed at various fixed apertures 

resulting In a variety of speeds ranging from F/3.5 to F/20. By 

working within these parameters we will be able to examine the general 

properties of this particular type of lens. 
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TOLERANCES ON LONGITUDINAL CHROMATIC ABERRATION 

The first order theories of lens design monochromatlcally 

define such things as focal length and Image height. Since Index 

varies with respect to wavelength for all optically transparent media, 

a single lens will form a series of Images for each wavelength put 

through It. Consequently, any two wavelengths passing through a lens 

will cross the optical axis at different locations. Ideally, one 

would like to have all wavelengths crossing the axis at the same 

place, however, this will not normally occur due to the dispersive 

properties of glass. When designing a lens, It would be convenient to 

estimate the extent to which this chromatic variation of focal length 

affects Image quality. To do this, consider Figure 1 below of a thin 

lens of diameter D. X and X cross the optical axis at F and F 12 12 

and travel length p and p + 4 respectively. 

REFERENCE 
SPHERE 

SPHERICAL 
WAVEFRONT. 

Focus-^i; 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

) 
TDCwrr—* 

Figure 1. Tolerances on Longitudinal Chromatic Aberration 
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If the maximum allowable change 1n power between X^ and 

X are known, then an approximation of the maximum diameter of the 
2 

lens may be obtained by examining the Optical Path Difference (0P0) 

between the two wavelengths. 

For modest amounts of OPD we have 

OPD = 6[1-Cos(U)]. 

Using the approximation 

C o s ( U )  = 1 - 1  S 1 n a ( U ) ,  
2 

The OPD resulting from a chromatic change 1n focus 1s given by 

OPD = 1^ «f S1n2(U). 
2 

Using the quarterwave Raleigh criterion to establish a rough allowance 

for the tolerable chromatic aberration we get 

if < ± X/(2 S1n2(U)) 

or 

«f < ± X/[2S1na(tan_1(D/f ))]. 

Providing one knows the variation of power versus wavelength of a 

first order design, the equation provides a useful guideline when 

expanding a first order apochromat to third and higher orders. 
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For this work, seven apochromats were designed and corrected 

for three wavelengths 1n the visible spectrum. These first order 

designs varied 1n quality depending upon the the combination of 

materials used. They assumed zero thickness and the Indices used were 

those obtained from the Schott dispersion equation. From these 

designs we will be able to observe the first order effect other 

dispersion equations have on performance. 
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DISPERSION 

Dispersion 1s the property of an optically transmitting 

material which meters how the Index of refraction varies with respect 

to wavelength. 

Dispersion equations take the form of N = J A^F^(X) 

Where N 1s the Index of refraction 

are coefficients to the function F^(X). 

In 1836 the first mathematical representation of dispersion 

was proposed by Cauchy. His equation was the form 

N = A + B/X2 + C/X4 

where N 1s the Index of refraction, X Is the wavelength and A, B and 

C are coefficients characteristic of the particular medium. The 

Cauchy equation represents dispersion for normal glass rather well 

over the visible spectrum. To date there are many more dispersion 

formulas, some of which are very similar to Cauchy's. Five of the 

most popular dispersion relationships are listed below. 

1) Neuman Ketteler N2 = Ax + AaX2 + Aa/X2 + A4/X4 + A5/X® + A6/Xe. 
(Schott) 

13 



2) Buchdahl 6N = V u> + V u2 + V w® + ... 
1 2 a  

where &N = change 1n Index = 

V , V , V = constants to be determined 
12 3 

and u = chromatic coordinate = 8X/(1 + 2.5 6X) 

where 6X = X. - X . 
1 O 

3) Conrady N = Ax + Aa/X + Aa/X3*5 

4) Cauchy N = Ax + A2/X2 + As/X4 + A4/X6 + .. 

5) Herzberger N = + Bc'Nq + Bp'Np + B^'N^ 

where B/\1 = Ba'o + Ba'i^ + Ba'2 + BA'3 

BC' - Bc'O + Bc'i + 

X2-.035 (X2—-035)2 

X2-.035 (X2-.035)2 

etc. 

Each equation has an asymptote approaching Infinity for small 

values of X Indicating an absorption band 1n the ultraviolet region 

a characteristic of real materials. These equations are popular 

because they easily render themselves to least squares curve fitting 

of the Index data due to the linearity of the coefficients. 

Some other dispersion formulas which are not linear 1n 

coefficients and are thus harder to control 1n curve fitting are 

14 



6) Sellmeler 
A-jX2 + AgX1 + 

Xa-A X2-A 
2 4  

2 2 4  D 2 

7) Bausch & Lomb N = A + BX + C\ + X2 + EX 

(X2-F) + GXa/(Xa-F) 

It 1s not the purpose of this paper to go Into the mathematics 

of these equations, but suffice 1t to say that the more popular 

equations (1-5) are Indeed well suited for least squares curve fitting 

and high precision fits may be obtained 1f restricted to the visible 

region of the spectrum, within the bounds of the near UV and the near 

Infrared. The other forms (6 and 7) allow for asymptotes at A , 
2 

A , A etc wherever there exists an absorption band In the 
4  6  

material, (e.g., one 1n the UV, one 1n the near IR, one 1n the far IR 

etc.). Although these types of equations seem to be more "physically" 

realistic, they are nonlinear 1n coefficients and difficult to curve 

fit too. 

The differences between the above equations He 1n the choice 

of singularities. Some equations only allow a singularity at X = o 

while others allow one as X approaches ». Still others define a 

short wavelength singularity 1n the UV as well as one or more 1n the 

far IR. The Neuman Ketteler equation for Instance, defines a 

singularity at X = 0,« while the Conrady and Cauchy equations 

allow for a singularity at X = 0 only. The Herzberger equation sets 

Us singularity at X = .187 ym,» where .187 ym corresponds to 

15 



an average absorption band taken from measurements of N vs X for 

many glasses. The Buchdahl equation on the other hand, sets 

6N = ® for iX = -.4 ym (I.e., N' = ® for X' = XQ -.4 ym). 

The singularity occurs at X' = XQ -.4 ym and 1s dependent upon 

the reference wavelength XQ that one chooses. Buchdahl states 

that by taking XQ to be X^of the Sodium D line, then 

X'occurs at X1 = 0.18929 ym which agrees fairly well with 

Herzberger X' = 0.187 ym. The difference In short wave absorption 

bands (I.e., singularity 1n UV) of the various dispersion equations 

should give us some clue as to the goodness of fit when comparing one 

equation to another. 

Realistically, an absorption band for glass should exist at 

X > 0 ym, Indeed X = 0 1s not physically realistic for 1t 

Implies an Infinite frequency u>, (o> = c/X). Therefore, among 

the first group of formulas, one would expect a better fit with the 

Buchdahl or Herzberger equations since they allow for an absorption 

band In the short wavelength region of the spectrum, rendering a more 

physical model of dispersion. At this point, a brief comment should 

be made about the Herzberger equation for 1t differs from the others 

1n that 1t does not lend Itself to least squares curve fitting, rather 

1t 1s a set of 16 simultaneous equations to be solved for 16 

coefficients: 

B . '  .  B  '  ,  8 . '  ,  0  '  . . .  8 '  ,  8 '  ,  B '  ,  8 '  ,  Ao Ai A 2 As Do D i U 2 Da 

four at a time for 4 wavelengths X^, X^., Xp and X^. Thus, 
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only the four Indices N^, Nc, Np, need be known to deter

mine all other Indices for wavelengths between the UV and near IR. 

Ideally, one would like to have an exact dispersion formula 

containing all the variables necessary 1n determining the variation of 

Index verses wavelength for any medium. As of today, however, no such 

equation exists 1n simple parametric form. Independent of the 

existence of an exact dispersion formula, glass properties vary from 

melt to melt as they come down from the manufacturing. A melt catalog 

would have to be updated whenever a new melt of glass was put on the 

market. For practical reasons, we can not hope to acquire better 

Information than the average measurements of Index verses wavelength 

over a large number of the manufacturer's melts of a particular 

glass. Hopefully, the measurements and the variations 1n properties 

from melt to melt will be smaller than the design tolerances needed 1n 

the demanding performance of optical Instruments. 

In this study we shall assume that the Schott data tabulated 

for each glass 1n the Schott catalog 1s of ultimate authority and this 

data shall be used as a base line. All of the previously mentioned 

dispersion equations shall be fit to this data using a general least 

squares fitting routine (except for Herzberger as mentioned earlier). 

Once the coefficients of the equations are known, then the Index at 

100 wavelengths between 0.4 ym and 1.0 ym are calculated and 

subtracted from the Schott Index (obtained from the equation) at the 

corresponding wavelengths. This gives 100 values of Schott Index 
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minus the Index obtained from the dispersion equation. This data 1s 

plotted as 6N vs. X. between the values of X. = 0.4 ym and U 1.0 ym. 

All plots are of the same scale factor for easy comparison. 

In the second stage, a first order triplet lens apochromat 1s 

designed for 3 of the visible wavelengths, the Indices of which are 

taken from the Schott equation. The lenses are assumed to be of zero 

thickness with no separation between them as stated before. Change 1n 

power vs wavelength were then computed for 60 wavelengths between 0.4 

ym and 1.0 ym using the Schott (or Neuman Ketteler) equation and 

the corresponding Schott coefficients. Then, using the calculated 

Index values obtained from another dispersion equation, we go back 1n 

the apochromat equations and recalculate the change 1n power versus 

wavelength and plot both curves on the same graph. Each graph 1s 

plotted using the same scale for easy comparison. One can now see how 

the various dispersion equations can alter the original design targets 

of a first order apochromat. 

The third stage of this study 1s to determine whether these 

altered designs are significant enough when the design 1s 1n Its final 

stages and 1f so, under what conditions are they significant. 

Five apochromats were chosen from the first order designs for 

final optimization on the CODE V computer. They were optimized using 

the Schott Indices from the catalog and then the Index data from the 

other dispersion equations were substituted 1n and the lens re-

focused. Performance was then compared with respect to first and 
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third order properties, ray aberration curves and polychromatic MTF 

performance. Then Indices were truncated 1n the 6th, 5th and 4th 

place and performance was then compared at each Interval 1n the same 

manner. The truncation of digits was performed to determine the 

Importance of each place holder 1n the final design, (I.e., what 1s 

the minimum number of decimal places of Index needed for acceptable 

performance). 
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CURVE FITTING 

In order to minimize programming effort, a general function 

least squares fitting routine was developed to fit the dispersion 

equations to the Schott catalog data of Index vs. wavelength. The 

program fit data to the function 

N(X) = A F (X) + A F (X) + ... + A F (X) 1 1 2 2 6 e 

where F (X),F (X) ...F (X) 
12 6 

are arbitrary functions of wavelength defined by the form of the 

particular dispersion equation used. 

For example, 

for Cauchy equation N(X) = Ai + A^/X A^/X3'5 we have 

F (X) = 1; F (X) = 1/X; F (X) = l/X3*5; F (X) = 0, etc. 
1 2  3  4  

The derivation of this fitting routine follows the standard method of 

least squares fitting and 1s not of any major Importance except for 

Its convenience of versatility. 

As mentioned previously, the coefficients of the particular 

dispersion formula were obtained by fitting the equation to the 

thirteen Schott catalog data points of Index vs. wavelength. These 

are the same data points that the "Schott", (Neuman Ketteler), 

dispersion equation 1s fit to. The difference between the two fits 
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were then calculated by subtracting the Indices calculated at their 

corresponding wavelengths. A flow chart of this procedure 1s given 

below 1n Figure 2. 

Schott Data 

calculate N. at X calculate n! at X 

Least Squares Fit 

to dispersion equation Fit to Schott equation 

Least Squares 

Figure 2. Flow chart showing procedure 1n obtaining 
delta Index vs. wavelength. 

The corresponding 6N vs. X were then plotted for twelve 

glasses to render a visual comparison of the various dispersion 

equations and where they differ with respect to the standard Neuman 

Ketteler equation. These graphs can be seen on pages 15 through 26 . 

All graphs of this sort are of the scale ±3.00 X 10-4 1n delta 

Index. 

SCHOTT pages 21 through 27 (Figures 3a through 31) show how 

the Neuman Ketteler equation (found 1n the Schott catalog) fits to the 

data points 1n the Schott catalog. Here, the Index from the data 1s 

subtracted from the Index calculated from the Neuman Ketteler equation 
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after at least squares fit. A spline fitting routine then allowed 

Interpolation at Intermediate wavelengths. These graphs do not serve 

as a working tool In this paper, but were Incorporated Into the text 

for Interest and to obtain an Intuitive feel of how the Schott 

dispersion equation fits to the data 1n the catalog. 

HERZBER6ER pages 29 through 34 (Figures 4a through 4H) show 

how the Herzberger equation, when fit to the Schott data and 

subtracted from the calculated Schott Index, behaves as a function of 

wavelength. It 1s Interesting to note the fairly consistent behavior 

from glass to glass. The Schott Index 1s larger than the Herzberger 

Index at 0.55 ym and 1.0 ym while 1t 1s lower at 0.42 ym and 

0.77 ym. Also, the higher the Index of the particular glass, the 

larger the difference of fit between the Schott and Herzberger 

equations. This does not propose to judge one fit better than the 

other, but 1s Just pointing out the differences between the two. 

BUCHDAHL pages 35 through 40 (Figures 5a through 58.) show 

how the Schott-Buchdahl equation behaves as a function of 

wavelength. Again, there are similarities and consistencies apparent 

from glass to glass, the high points occurlng around the wavelength 

0.8 ym and the low points ranging from 0.55 ym to 0.65 ym. The 

most obvious distinction to be mentioned 1s that the SF type glasses 

have unique characteristics which make them stand out from the others. 
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On pages 42 through 47 (Figures 6a through 6£), the Conrady 

dispersion equation 1s plotted In the same fashion as Herzberger and 

Buchdahl were. One can see that this dispersion formula does not give 

nearly the same fit for the SF type of glass as do the other equations. 

Comparing these three dispersion equations, 1t seems that for 

the twelve glasses chosen, Herzberger gives the closest approximation 

to the Schott equation, followed by Buchdahl, Condrady and Cauchy. 

Although Buchdahl and Conrady appear to be approximately the same for 

the majority of the glasses, Conrady has a problem with SF type 

glasses, making 1t a less general formula to use. 

The question now comes down to this: what happens to the 

first order apochromat designs using the Schott Index obtained from 

the corresponding Schott dispersion formulas when we substitute the 

Indices obtained from the other dispersion equations? To examine 

this, we recall the three simultaneous equations to be solved for 

correction of primary and secondary color of a three element 

apochromat: 

<j>T = <j>a + <t»b + *c 

0 = 4>a + <}»5 + <|>c 

TOTAL POWER 

PRIMARY COLOR 
«a vb vc 

0 = $aPa + •bPb + ^c^c SECONDARY COLOR 
va vb vc 
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(N - 1) 
where v = — ABBE NUMBER 

(N - N ) i a 

(N - N ) 
and P = •— — ' PARTIAL DISPERSION 

(N - N ) 1 3 

Given the power of the lens and v and P for each of the 

three glasses Incorporated Into the design one solves for the 

Individual powers of the three elements $a, 4»b and $c. 

Then for simplicity, we assume that the curvatures of each Individual 

element are equal and opposite, 

(I.e., C = -C ; C. = -C. ; C = -C ). 1 ai aa' bi u2 Ci c 2 

We are now 1n a position to calculate the change 1n power as a 

function of wavelength for the apochromat by knowing that 

<j>(X) = [N(X)-1] AC. 

If C = -C 
1 2 

Then C = *{\)/[2N(X)-l] 

and «|>(\) = 2 {(N(X)-l)C + (N(X)-l )C (N(\)-1)C }. 
12 3 

If A<|> verses (X) 1s plotted for the orglnal first order 

design using the Schott Index values, we may then go back and overlay 

a plot of Ai verses (X) when we substitute the other Indices 

obtained from the least squares fit Into the existing design. This 

renders direct observation of the first order effect that small 

changes 1n Index have on the design. 
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Seven different apochromats were designed and graphed 1n this 

fashion using the Schott Indices as a base line and substituting the 

Herzberger, Buchdahl and Cauchy data separately Into each design. 

These are shown 1n figures 7 through 13. It 1s Interesting to note 

that for the better designs, (I.e., flatter A<t> vs. X), the small 

variations 1n Indices due to the least squares fit have a less overall 

effect than they have on the poorer designs. 

For easy comparison, a common scale for A<t> of ±6X10~* 

was used. All apochromats were designed with a focal length of 100 

and for the wavelengths 0.4358 vm, 0.5461 ym, and 0.6576 ym. 

The solid line (Schott Indices and design data) crossing the axis 

verifies the design wavelengths as those where the focal lengths are 

equal. The dotted line shows how the first order design alters 1f one 

changes the Index of each glass according to the data obtained from 

the least squares fit. In most cases the design wavelengths have been 

red shifted, more so for the longer wavelenths. This 1s probably 

because all of the dispersion equations had relatively poor fits out at 

0.9 ym and beyond. 
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Figure 11. First Order Design of Apo #5. 
Delta PHI vs. Wavelength 
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Figure 12. First Order Design of Apo #6. 
Delta PHI vs. Wavelength 
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Figure 13. First Order Design of Apo #7. 
Delta PHI vs. Wavelength 
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FINAL APOCHROMAT DESIGNS 

Although the small differences 1n Indices seem to dramatically 

effect the first order properties of an apochromat design, the object 

of this paper 1s to determine what effect they have In a real design, 

one with a finite aperture, spaclngs and thickness. 

Five of these first order apochromats were expanded to 

realistic designs with thick lenses and finite apertures. Holding the 

axial color to zero at design wavelengths (one and two) and (two and 

three) controls secondary color In the same fashion as the first order 

design. The designs were performed using the glass from the Schott 

catalog (hence the associated Indices from the Schott dispersion 

formula) and were carried out on the CODE V computer at Hughes 

Aircraft Company 1n Tucson, Arizona. The contralnts used were Just 

sufficient to hold the focal length constant, overall length small, 

and axial primary and secondary color to zero with the stop located on 

the first surface of the second element. 

The performance of these lenses was represented by first and 

third order properties, ray aberration curves and polychromatic MTF. 

The lenses were slightly altered by Inserting the Indices obtained 

from the other dispersion equations into the Index data at the design 

wavelengths. After refocuslng, performance was compared to the 

original designs by the same criteria. An example of these designs 

and their comparisons are on pages 65 through 66, figures 14 and 15. 



a. Layout of Apo #3 
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Figure 14. Final Code V Design of Apo #3. 
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ANALYSIS 

Although the effect of various dispersion equations was 

noticeable on the first order designs, the spherochromatlsm associated 

with each real design rendered the differences Ineffectual 1n terms of 

ray aberration curves and polychromatic MTF. The first order 

properties of the final CODE V design, however, agree 1n sign and 

magnitude with the properties of the first order design. The changes 

one sees on the first order plots of A<t> versus X actually occur on 

the final CODE V designs. The spherical aberration and 

sperochromatlsm override these small differences due to slight 

variations 1n Indices. Examining the design of Apo #3 demonstrates 

this. 

The original plot of A$ versus \ for Apo #3 (FK5, KZFSN4, 

SF15) may be seen 1n page 54, figure 9. Turning our attention to the 

top graph on this page, we see how the original design (solid line) 

has been altered (dotted line) when using the Herzberger dispersion 

equation. At wavelength 0.4358 pm we see a change 1n power of 2.7 

X10~6 and at wavelength 0.5461 vm and 0.6576 ym the changes 1n 

power are equal at -0.6 x 10~*. This means that the green and red 

wavelengths should remain confocal while the blue wavelength should 
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come to a focus about 33 ym away. Examining the first order 

properties of the final CODE V design (Apo #3) the green and red 

wavelengths focus within 0.1 ym of each other while the blue 

wavelength focuses about 34 ym away (see figure 16 below). 

FIRST ORDER BFL 

CODE V RPO•"3 
-4-HPC 11/10/S2 

SCHQTT r / t  
HERZDERCEFT P/B 

O.miO-i 

B.0300 

0.01H 

0.00*0 

tx 0 
U -0.0090 

-O.OIliO 

sa o.«a 

WAVELENGTH 

n 
B7S0 '• O.CU O.U O.CZ ff.st 

Figure 16. First Order Back Focal Length vs. Wavelength 
of Final Code V Design of Apo #3 
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Examining the ray aberration curves of the CODE V design of Apo 

#3 (F/8) we see that the rays are well focused (see page 40). 

However, spherical aberration produces a spot size of about 20 ym 

and spherochromatlsm Increases this spot diameter to about 40 ym. 

Switching to the Herzberger Indices and refocuslng (page 66, figure 

15) shows a small change 1n ray aberration curves. The spot size 

Increases by about 4 ym due to the slight change 1n focus of the 

blue wave- length. The diffraction MTF curves however, show no 

appreciable drop on performance and a wavefront analysis shows an 

Increase of 0.02 waves rms. Similar occurrences were observed for Apo 

#3 F/10 and F/20 (scaled appropriately), as well as all the other 

apochromats designed on the CODE V. All of these lenses followed the 

properties of their first order counterparts but the changes 1n 

performance due to the variations 1n Indices may be Ignored 1n this 

case. 

The consistency of first order deviations between the first 

order A<t> versus \ plots and the CODE V design result 1n an 

Interesting observation. Given a first order aprochromat design one 

should be able to predict the effect that uncertainties 1n Indices 

will produce. In the example above (Apo #3) we observed that the 

focus for the short wavelength started to drift away from the other 

two wavelengths just as the first order plots predicted. Similarly 

for another design we should be able to predict what changes will 

occur. 
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As an example, consider the figure below. If the polynomial 

profiles for the plots of A$ vs. X do not differ significantly 

(and 1f they are red shifted or blue shifted with respect to each 

other) when the Indices are slightly changed, correction for primary 

axial color for the two extreme wavelengths 1s still possible where 

the ability to correct for secondary color for the three original 

wavelengths has been lost. This 1s graphically Illustrated below 1n 

Figure 17. 

ORIGINAL DESIGN 

CENTRAL X 
WILL BE 
DEFOCUSED BY 
THIS AMOUNT 

RED SHIFTED DESIGN 
WITH NEW INDICES 1 

Figure 17. Example Plot of Delta PHI vs. Wavelength. 

Sold Line Represents orglnal apochromat 
design while dotted line represents the 
same lens when Indices from another 
dispersion equation are used In the 
original design 
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In order for primary color to be corrected for exactly after 

perturbation requires strict conditions on the profile of the 

polynomial, however, 1n general, given a polynomial of the type shown 

above, 1t can be said that the two extreme wavelengths will exhibit a 

shift 1n focus 1n the same direction making primary axial color 

smaller than secondary color. It 1s Interesting to note that 1n most 

of these perturbed first order apochromat designs apochromatlsm still 

does exist, but not at the wavelengths for which Is was designed. 

As mentioned previously, the changes observed 1n these first 

order designs have an Insignificant effect 1n performance on the CODE 

V designs. Truncation of Indices 1n the 6th, 5th and 4th decimal 

place and refocuslng, provided Information on the number of 

significant digits needed to feel safe In determining performance. On 

pages 72 through 75 (figure 18 through 21), performance of Apo #2 1n 

terms of ray aberration curves and diffraction MTF may be seen for 

Index values out to the 6th, 5th, 4th and 3rd decimal place. The 

difference between 5 and 6 places of index precision 1s hardly 

noticeable 1n either ray aberration or MTF. At 4 places of precision 

however, the change 1n spherochromatlsm becomes notlcable and MTF 

starts dropping slightly. At 3 places of precision, blur size 
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Figure 19. Apo #2 Analyzed With Five Digits 
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Figure 20. Apo #2 Analyzed With Four Digits 
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Increases by a factor of 3 due mostly to spherochromatlsm and HTF 

starts dropping drastically. Interestingly, the ray aberration curves 

for Apo #2 at 3 places of Index precision show the central wavelength 

pulling away from the other two as predicted by the first order plot 

of A$ versus X for that lens. 

Truncation examples for other apochromats produce similar 

results. Five places of Index 1s no different than 6 places. At 4 

places, spherochromatlsm and MTF begin to change slightly and at 3 

places of precision, the performance has severly Impaired. This 

observation 1s 1n agreement with the observation that the variations 

1n Indices due to different dispersion equations failed to 

significantly alter lens performance. Most of these variations 1n 

Indices were on the order of 0 < AN < 0.0002. 
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SUMMARY 

The study of optical glass 1s a relatively old science and 

development of new optical glass must be confluent with the Increasing 

performance requirements of optical Instruments as demonstrated by the 

Invention of the apochromatlc objective. 

The primary question of this work concerns the effect of 

various dispersion relationships on secondary color correction 1n an 

apochromat corrected for three visible wavelengths. To answer this 

question the following steps were employed: 

Step 1: Using the tabulated data of Index versus wavelength from the 

Schott catalog, twelve Shott glasses suitable for designing a 

three element apochromat were fit to the following dispersion 

formulas resulting 1n five representations of dispersion for 

each glass. 

a. Schott: N2 = A + A X2 + A /X2 + A /X4 + A /X6+ A /X8. 
1 2 a  4  s  e  

b. Buchdahl: SN = V u> + V w2 + V wa 
12 a 

where: &N = NK1-NX0 

u = 6X/(1 + 2.54X) 

«X = x1 - XQ 

Xq = XQ (Sodium "DM line) 

N = Index of refraction. 
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c. Cauchy: N = A + A /X2 + A /\* + A Ae. 
12 a a 

d. Conrady: N = A + A /X + A /Xa»s. 
1 2 a  

e. Herzberger: N = B^'N^ + B^'N^, + Bp'Np + B^'N^. 

where: 

V = Ba.0 
+ VlX2 + Ba'/(^-035) + BA'3/(X2-.035)2 

Bc' = B1'0 + Bc'iX2 + B C'2/(X2",035) + BC 'S / (X.-.035), 

= Index at X^ 

N£ = Index at X^ 

Np = Index at Xp 

= Index at X^. 

Step 2: Using the Schott equation as the standard, Indices calculated 

from the other dispersion equations were subtracted from the 

Schott Indices at the corresponding wavelengths and the 

resulting 6N versus X were plotted for each glass. 
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Step 3: Using the Indices obtained from the Schott forumla, seven 

apochromats were designed using the first order theories for 

correction of axial primary and secondary color. Each lens 

consisted of three elements Incorporating the glasses used In 

the least squares curve fitting and the variation of A<j> 

versus X was plotted to show the first order performance of 

each design. 

Step 4: Inserting the Indices obtained from the other dispersion 

equations Into the designs the change 1n power versus 

wavelength was again calculated and overlaid on the respective 

"Schott" design In step 3. This showed how the first order 

properties of the lens would vary 1f the dispersion 

characteristic for each glass varied with respect to the 

original design data. 

Step 5: Complete designs for five of these apochromats were carried 

out on the CODE V program. They were optimized using the 

Indices from the Schott equation and analyzed with respect to 

first and third order properties, ray aberration curves and 

polychromatic MTF performance. 

Step 6: The Indices associated with the other dispersion equations 

were Inserted Into the final CODE V designs and the lenses 

were refocused. Performance comparisons were made between 

these lenses and their counterparts 1n step 5 to determine the 

higher order effects that uncertainties 1n dispersive 

characteristics have on performance. 



Step 7: Truncating the Schott Indices 1n the 6th, 5th, and 4th decimal 

place on the original CODE V designs and analyzing performance 

Intermittently gave Indications on the Importance of each 

place holder of Index data on primary and secondary color 

correction. 
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CONCLUSION 

Although the effects of various dispersion equations were 

noticeable 1n the first order apochromat designs, the spherochromatlsm 

associated with each real design rendered the differences Ineffectual 

1n terms of ray aberration curves and polychromatic MTF performance. 

The change 1n first order properties of the final CODE V designs 

agree 1n sign and magnitude with those of the first order designs. 

The shifts of A$ versus X observed 1n the first order designs as 

the Indices are slightly altered from those actually occurring 1n the 

final CODE V designs but spherochromatlsm overrides these small 

differences. 

The difference between 5 and 6 places of Index precision 1s not 

noticeable 1n either ray aberration curves or MTF. At 4 places of 

Index precision the change 1n spherochromatlsm becomes noticeable and 

HTF starts dropping sllghty. At 3 places of Index precision, 

spherochromatlsm Increases blur size by approximately a factor of 3 

and MTF starts falling drastically. 

The corectlon of secondary color 1n a simple three element 

apochromat requires knowledge of Index values at least out to the 4th 

decimal place 1n the design of"the lens. Knowledge of Index values 

past the 5th decimal place will not Improve the performance on paper 

or In the final product. 
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